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Erin: Welcome to the Your Village podcast, Parenting Beyond Discipline. Your Village is 
the most comprehensive site for evidence-based parenting classes available on-
demand at YourVillageOnline.com. Our classes give parents the foundation, steps and 
tools for creating strong, healthy relationships with their children, resulting in 
responsible, cooperative, happy and successful children and families! My goal is to 
help parents support their children in finding and reaching their own unique potential. 
The podcast is a place to learn about all things parenting and get your questions 
answered! I’m Your Village founder and your host, Erin Royer. 

Hello everyone! I know a lot of you still have infants and young toddlers still at home, 
and some have kids who do go to preschool or grade school and beyond. If so, you 
might already be back in school or getting ready! I cannot believe my oldest is starting 
7th grade! He starts on Monday! My kids have not been inside a school since March of 
2020!  So this feels like the first day of kindergarten again. Middle school, new school, 
and hasn’t been in school for a year and half! Pretty crazy. The other two don’t start 
until Wednesday. 

Remember there is the promo code good for August only for 20% off of the lifetime of 
your membership. So if you’ve been thinking about joining, August is the time! Use 
code SUMMER21 on the checkout page. 

The book is hitting a bit of a delay. The designer has to move her parents. Her country 
is going on lockdown again so she has to help them with some type of move.  But I’m 
looking forward to getting into the final revisions when she sends it to me in the next 
few weeks! 

So this week I’m talking about differences you may see in your children due to gender 
and birth order. We well know that they are naturally different in their temperament and 
we talk about that quite frequently so that parents can take that into account but there 
are also common differences based on gender, as well as birth order. There are also 
variables that can affect what common birth order tendencies they take on. So I’m 
going to get started discussing common developmental differences in gender. But also 
keep in mind not every child will follow this a formula either. But these are things to just 
be aware of and if you do see it, you’ll understand why. 

So just the differences in boys and girls is a lot of information and I’ve been wanting to 
make it into a class. But I’ll cover the basics today just so you have an understanding 
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that girls and boys do develop differently and what those areas are and some areas 
where it can affect their behavior, discipline exchanges and their learning. Since I do 
actually have all the material for this class, I’ll go ahead and get that one going once I 
return from my summer vacation next week! 

Scientists have found Hormonal difference between boys and girls in utero. They have 
also found that the Sequence of development is different – while there can be 
exceptions, I will cover the average development of boys compared to girls. 
 Girls develop fine motor skills first while boys tend to develop gross motor skills 
first. (explain difference)  

Vision 
There are differences in vision Boys eyes have more motion detectors cells or M cells 
and more rods – which see hues of black and white, these are generally used more at 
night or low light conditions. Girls eyes have more P cells and cones P is for texture 
color and detail, cones – color and details in color. 

Language 
Girls develop vocabulary and more language earlier and more flexible in language. 
Language may be tied to vision differences. Girls maintain more eye contact and spend 
more time looking at faces.  

Better impulse control and attention span – girls tend to have fairly well developed 
sense of control by 5 whereas boys, it’s more common to be 9 years old.  

Girls have stronger command and understanding emotion language. More bilateral 
integration in the brain aids in language. Women have larger cells in language areas 
allowing for more connections between concepts (fluidity). 
  
Cognitive 
However, boys tend to develop spatial relations skills by several years, before girls 
several years earlier than girls. This is judging movement in space. 

Also boys intellectual abilities tend to be more scattered – more high end and low end 
where girls intellectual abilities tend more towards the middle of the curve. I can attest 
to this in my children. My oldest is amazing in math and science but tends to fall 
behind in reading and writing, although he was ahead in reading for a long time> but 
writing and history/social studies are skills and subjects where he struggles. But he 
loves geography. He’s also is several years ahead on his vocabulary. So it’s an 
interesting split. My daughter tends to be middle of the road on everything, math, 



science, social studies, reading, writing. She is however, gifted creatively, with design. 
But the basic academic subjects she’s pretty even in them all! 

Social-Emotional 
Basic and big differences in early friendships 
Girls like sharing ideas, lots of verbal give and take 
Boys – shared activities, games 
When girls talk with friends talk face to face 
Boys tend to work shoulder to shoulder – when you want to work with boys, share an 
activity and sit side by side if go face to face may be threatening and may be difficult 
for boys to share.  
  
Friendship and aggression 
Boys fight and challenge physically 
But boys work it through and let go of feelings much easier 
Girls seldom fight but when they do they hold onto bad feelings and use social 
aggression – name calling, isolating 

There actually so many differences I didn’t even get to cover yet! But I want to have 
time to cover some things to consider with discipline and school when it comes to boys 
and girls. So these differences tend to affect what toys children are drawn to and the 
questions they may ask. Boys tend to be drawn to spatial toys, like building toys and 
moving toys like cars and balls while girls are often more drawn to toys with texture, 
and color such as art supplies. . 

Now this is not always true. As a very young child, around 4 or 5 I was very drawn to 
lego. I could spend hours building with them. My oldest language skill came in very 
early and rapidly, first words at 10 months, phrases by a little over 1 and full sentences 
by 1 and 1/2. By 2, he was talking non-stop with a crazy rich vocabulary. We couldn’t 
get the kid to be be quiet! Yet, he didn’t start walking until almost 15 months! He also 
was drawn to writing at preschool. HE would beeline for the writing table. But initially 
writing is very related to math with it’s 1-to-1 correspondence, 1 lets = 1 sound. So this 
could be why. It’s the intricacies of writing and sharing ideas in nuanced ways, where he 
has gotten hung up in his later years. HE wants to write a quick answer and be done 
with it!  When it comes to questions boys want to know where is it now and where is it 
going (spacial) girls want to know what is it? 

So even with these typical differences, you can see it’s really important to expose both 
genders to all kinds of toys. You never know where their interests may lie. For the 
longest time I wanted to be an architect. It’s actually one of my regrets, not pursuing 



that. I went into engineering instead, computer engineering because I loved math, I 
loved calculus and you didn’t need calculus for architecture. I should have studied 
architecture, my passion but just taken calculus. I’m a nerd. I know! 

Anyway, I have so much more on this but I least want to cover a couple of helpful tips 
for parenting boys and girls, so I’ll get to those right after the break and then I’ll get to 
those as well as talking about birth order right after a word from our sponsors! 

Now that we are back I’m going to get right into some things parents can do when it 
comes to the difference in parenting boys and girls: 

In discipline, girls register voice better than boys.  Girls more sensitive to parents 
raising voices, to tones of voice. Parents often May raise voice more often with little 
boys just to get their attention. But sometimes when it comes to Dads dealing with 
daughters, it may not register to dad that he’s as loud as it is sounds to daughter. 
Actually my kids dad isn’t a super loud guy but he sometimes talks loud and often have 
to remind him we’re sitting right here! When we used to go to dinner, oh man. They 
were a family with 3 sons. His mom had passed away so 3 sons and a dad. It was SO 
loud I could barely stand it. My sister and law and I would just sit there as quiet as can 
be looking at each other. We wouldn’t even bother trying to add anything to the 
conversation! 

There’s a difference in hearing between boys and girls. Just as one example, Girls hear 
higher pitches in voices easier than boys. Girls hear twice as well in that vocal range 
(female pitch) This May actually account for some of the differences in vocabulary and 
language skill.  So When it comes to School, when there is a female teacher, Boys 
should sit closer to the front of classroom to hear, otherwise they may miss half the 
material. This difference remains through the teen years. 

Now to cover some of birth order information. 

It’s important to understand and know that siblings compete in families. There is a 
limited amount of time and parental resources in the form of attention and help so 
children will compete for this at times. If you are aware of it, then it won’t blindside you 
and you can be prepared to show empathy and be ready to listen to concerns rather 
than dismissing. Also, Children will differentiate from each other in order to circumvent 
this issue from being so pronounced. Sibling relationships have almost as much impact 
on each of us as the parent-child. In most cases, siblings will spend more time together 
than with any other friend. variables that affect how these different common birth order 



tendencies can manifest.  

1. The first variable is spacing. children born   

2. 5 years or more apart are considered serial only children. Why is that? Because 
they are so far apart that they don’t tend to need to compete much for 
attention or for resources since their resources tend to not overlap. For instance 
a 6 year-old (or older) is getting attention for working hard in school, is getting 
to do “bigger kid” things while the infant sibling is needing help and 
encouragement with eating, sitting up, etc. They don’t really cross over very 
much, if at all.   

3. Yet children born within 16 to 18 months of each other tend to function more 
like multiples. So if you have any children this close together, I’ll be talking 
about multiples in another couple of slides.  

4. The next variable is gender - while boys and girls can compete and experience 
rivalry with one another, the difference in gender creates enough unique 
experience to affect birth order. Consider a 4th born girl with 3 older brothers. 
She most likely will take on some or more attributes of a first born, depending. 
The parenting will come into play heavily because if the parents were really 
wanting a girl and finally got one, that will strongly effect these tendencies. But 
a 4th born girl with 3 older sisters will very likely take on the common attributes 
and tendencies of the last born. Also keep in mind   how culture can have an 
impact when one gender is valued higher than another.   What this means in 
terms of birth order is that a first born daughter and a second born son can 
easily swap common attributes and tendencies in these instances. Even in 
western cultures, where we like to think of ourselves as so progressive, we still 
have a way to go. So just be cognizant and aware of subtle messages and 
cultural bias that we ourselves may be perpetuating and not even aware.   

5. The next variable is parental birth order - this is a very important thing to keep 
in mind and just be aware of when it comes to birth order. Parents are more 
likely to connect and even side with the child who shares their birth order. Are 
you the oldest with 2 younger siblings who constantly into your stuff and 
messing things up? It wouldn’t be uncommon for you to constantly work to 
protect your oldest. The youngest child who always felt left our? The middle 
child who felt ignored? You can see how that can work  



6.  Another variable is family size - the middle 1 of 3 vs. middle 4 of 6, looks much 
different and of course all of this is complicated depending on the genders of 
the other siblings and the spacing between them all.  

 The last variable is the shared vs. non-shared environment – children growing up in 
same house have a shared environment. Parents assume their children’s experiences 
are very similar since they are growing up in that very same environment. They focus on 
these similarities far more than the differences. But Research has found that the 
differences are far bigger and more impactful than the similarities. These differences in 
their experience is what is considered the non-shared environment. For instance it is 
very different to be the first born daughter rather than the last born son.   Children can 
describe the feel of the home very differently or describe an incident in very different 
ways. Everyone’s experience is valid but can be way more different than alike, have very 
different experience of growing in the same environment than we might expect. This 
can contribute strongly to the differences among siblings. 
 
1st born and only children are very similar. There are a few additions for only born, 
which I will cover after the traits of 1st born:   If there is going to be a worrier or 
perfectionist, tends to be 1st born, More determined, high in Leadership qualities, 
More adult like, More organized, Resourceful, Self-reliant, Goal oriented, Responsible, 
Higher in perfectionistic tendencies. They will resemble only in many ways depending 
on how long they were only children. Only for 5 years can be much like only children 
vs. someone who was an only for 2 years. Length of time has a big impact.  

Only children look a lot like oldest but also:  Even more academic, Struggle with social 
exchange, Join fewer clubs,  When they do join – tend to lead, Fewer friendships 

2nd or middle born tend:  to be better negotiators,  closer knit group of 
friendships, make friendships easier, more competitive, more rebellious and risk 
taking (may get attention), go with the flow/laid back,  large decrease in 
perfectionism, more swayed by peer influence, not as much a people pleaser, 
More likely to struggle academically and be held back a grade 

Youngest born - Parents time and attention is already split from day one. They can’t 
have much if any individual attention. May feel milestones are not as celebrated 
so may crave the spotlight, Use humor more often, Break rules more often, Work 
to be different than anyone in front of them, More attention-seeking or more laid 
back (these differences can be shaped by parenting. Those who feel it’s their last 
chance to get it right will end up with a last who looks more like a first. Or last 
may get overindulged and really treated as a “baby” since it is the “last”) laid 



back parents who go with flow because they are comfortable in parenting. So 
last born can be all over the board.  

If you wan to learn more the class on birth order, goes into parenting aspect and how 
to balance out these tendencies, things to focus on, the class on sibling rivalry covers 
how to minimize the feelings of rivalry and competition between siblings, if you have a 
first born or only child who is showing a lot of perfectionistic tendencies, the class on 
teaching a growth mindset covers perfectionism as well. Raising responsible kids, 
homework, all come into play in supporting all our kids, regardless of birth order or 
gender in reaching their potential. 

All of these and the 60+ classes can be found on demand on the website 
YourVillageOnline.com. Also, I will work on the class on gender differences, all the 
developmental differences, and things parents can be aware of to make sure their 
aware of and considering gender differences when it comes to potentially different 
needs in parenting and school as soon as I return from my vacation next week! 

If you have a parenting question you’d like answered, send an email to 
Podcast@YourVillageOnline.com.  

Thanks for listening and see you next week!
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